In the underlay cognitive radio networks, this paper defines the joint channel and power allocation problem, which aims to optimise the max-total and max-min throughputs of secondary users (SUs), with the constraints of interference on primary receivers. For the max-total problem, we formulate the problem as a bipartite matching and derive a maximum weighted matching-based sum throughput maximisation algorithm (STMA) to solve this problem. For the max-min problem, on the basis of the optimal relay assignment (ORA) algorithm, we derive a polynomial time optimal channel assignment algorithm (OCAA) to iteratively assign channels to each SU pair under the power constraint. Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithms when compared with random method.
This paper is a revised and expanded version of a paper entitled 'Optimal channel assignment schemes in underlay CRNs with multi-PU and Multi-SU transmission pairs' presented at the 10th International Conference on Wireless Algorithms, Systems, and Applications (WASA) , Qufu, Shandong, China, 10-12 August, 2015. 
Introduction
In cognitive radio networks (CRNs), secondary users (SUs) or cognitive radio (CR) users opportunistically sense the channels that are not occupied by primary users (PUs) and make good use of the spectrum to enhance spectrum efficiency. In general, there are three different types of cognitive spectrum utilisation methods: overlay (Goldsmith et al., 2009; Issariyakul et al., 2009) , interweave (Ma et al., 2011) and underlay (Hasna and Alouini, 2003; Li et al., 2011; Luo et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2012) . For overlay approach, CR users use the same bandwidth with PUs using coding or other signal processing methods. This is usually difficult to implement, since both interferences caused by SUs to PUs should below a threshold and power should be split in an appropriate way so that the PU signal is not degraded (Ma et al., 2011) . For the interweave approach, SUs can only utilise the bandwidth which is not currently being occupied by PUs and when PUs come back, SUs should vacate the channel immediately. This approach works in an opportunistic manner and it is not suitable for time critical communications. Finally, for underlay approach, CR users are permitted to use the same spectrum with PUs providing interferences to PUs are within a threshold that PUs could tolerate. In this approach, both the communications among PUs and SUs could be guaranteed. Underlay approach is used in various areas. For example, by deploying femtocells underlying macrocells, it is beneficial for enhancing the coverage of indoor communications as well as increasing system capacity (Cheng et al., 2011) . In the battle field, when bandwidths are constraint, soldiers who act as PUs and static surveillance sensors in the field which act as SUs coexist . Improved underlay CR network scheme may guarantee the resource demands of PUs and at the same time alleviate performance degradation of the SU network. In this work, we consider the underlay approach mainly for three reasons. First, it is easier to implement. Second, time critical communication is permitted in the SU network at the same time with PUs. Third, it is energy efficient by introducing a central control station to save the individual nodes' sensing power.
With the underlay spectrum sharing scheme, both channel assignment and power allocation will affect network performance, for example, system throughput, etc. If the transmission powers of secondary transmission nodes are too high, interferences received at the primary receivers may surpass the thresholds that they can tolerate. Hence, the communication of PU pairs will be disturbed.
Otherwise, if the transmission powers of secondary user pairs are too low, the throughput of secondary user pairs will suffer. Since users in the CRN are usually randomly distributed, channel assignment to SU pairs can directly affect the calculation of interferences to the corresponding primary receivers. Therefore, power allocation and channel assignment should be jointly studied.
Both traditional dual-hop relay (Benevides da Costa et al., 2012) and cooperative relay (Lee et al., 2011) networks have been explored in underlay CRNs. However, previous works either focus on analysing the outage probability of SU network or on relay selection methods to maximise the throughput of SU network which is consisted of only one transmission pair. In reality, multiple transmission pairs in both PU and SU networks coexist, how to assign each of the channels used by PUs to SUs efficiently is a challenge. This is different from wireless ad hoc networks, due to the spectrum diversity and changing characters introduced by the cognitive radios. Although relay selection will also affect the performance of SU network, it is not considered in this paper by assuming relay nodes have been selected by each of the SU transmission pairs. This is reasonable because if there is not a relay node in the link between a secondary sender-receiver, through the procedure of topology discovery with a common control channel (CCC) between the nodes in SU network, a proper relay could be found and linked to the secondary sender-receiver. Hence, a triple transmission pair is formed. Here, we concentrate on the joint channel and power allocation problem without considering competing relays among SU pairs. The joint power, channel and relay allocation problem could be modelled as a threedimensional matching problem, which is NP-hard and will be leaved for our future research.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarised as follows:
• Dual-hop relaying is adopted for the benefit of spectrum diversity of cognitive radio and space diversity of relaying. Through the use of intermediate relay nodes, space diversity could be achieved by relaying the messages. In this way, transmission rate could be enhanced in the presence of a deficient condition channel (He et al., 2012) .
• We define the joint channel and power allocation problem, which aims to optimise the max-total and max-min throughputs of SUs with the constraints of interferences on the primary receivers.
• For the max-total problem, we formulate it as a bipartite matching problem in a bipartite graph and then derive a maximum weighted matching (Brualdi, 1992) -based algorithm to solve it.
• For the max-min problem, on the basis of the optimal relay assignment (ORA) algorithm (Shi et al., 2008) , we derive a polynomial time algorithm OCAA to iteratively assign channels to each SU pair, thus maximising the minimum throughput among all SU pairs.
• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to study the joint channel assignment and power allocation problem with both multi-PU and multi-SU transmission pairs in underlay CRNs.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of related works for relay aided underlay CR network. Section 3 explains the network model. Problem formulation is presented in Section 4. We solve the proposed problems in Section 5. Simulation results are provided in Section 6, followed by concluding remarks in Section 7.
Related works
During the past three years, relay-based CRN transmission has become a hot research topic. Previous works (Laneman et al., 2004; Luo et al., 2011) either considered the channel assignment and power allocation problem to optimise the throughput or to minimise the outage probability in CRNs. But they only considered on a single SU pair and cannot be directly extended to a multiple PU pair multiple SU pair coexisting scenario. Although existing works (Digham, 2008; Liu and Tao, 2012) jointly considered the power and channel allocation, they do not suit for the underlay scenario and relay influence was not considered by Digham (2008) . Multiple antennas relay station was proposed (Yilmaz et al., 2010) to mitigate the interferences caused by multiple SU pairs in a two-way relay channel network to achieve better total throughput performance. However, the network model is different from this paper. Recently, He et al. (2012) also adopts a similar scenario as this paper. But the main goal of them is to efficiently assign SUs to PUs during primary timeslots to optimise transmission rates of PUs. In this paper, we optimise both max-total and max-min throughputs of SUs, with the constraints of interferences on primary receivers. Luo et al. (2011) derived the lower bound of the outage probability of cooperative cognitive relay system in an underlay scenario with a single transmission pair. It was demonstrated that the outage probability decreased with the growing interference threshold of primary receiver node. Xu et al. (2012) derived the outage probability in the presence of PUs interferences and dual-hop relay was employed in their network. The outage performances considering interferences from PUs to SUs and from SUs to PUs were jointly studied by Liu et al. (2013) . The SU network they considered was also a dual-hop relay network. Yang et al. (2012) derived a lower bound of the outage probability of the secondary cooperative user transmission. Although interferences between PUs and SUs were included, it mainly focused on signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) of the secondary receiver node, not the throughput of the SU network. Tran et al. (2013) studied the outage performance of SUs, subjected to the outage constraint of the PU and the peak transmission power constraint of the SU. They also considered the interferences between PUs and SUs, but not the throughput of the SU network. Seyfi et al. (2013) jointly presented relay selection and SU network outage performance analysis. Chen et al. (2012) derived both single and multiple relays selection schemes for the SU network with only one source node and one destination node. What's more, multiple frequencies were utilised in their cooperative relaying which is not practical in a bandwidth constraint environment. All the above-mentioned works, only centred on the analysis of outage performance of SU network not the throughput in underlay CRNs. Li et al. (2011) proposed a simplified relay selection method to maximise the throughput of the SU network, adhering to the interference threshold of the primary receiver. Quoc Bao et al. (2013) proposed a method to select the best relay and both the outage probability and the ergodic capacity of SU network were analysed. The object of Sidhu et al. (2013) was to maximise the throughput of the SU network subjected to a limited power at the secondary source and relay nodes. As shown in Table 1 , only a few works (Li et al., 2011; Quoc Bao et al., 2013; Sidhu et al., 2013) have studied the throughput performance of SU network, all of the papers have adopted the single transmission pair model to derive either the outage probability or capacity of the single communication pair in SU network. Therefore, there is a need to study the influence of multiple transmission pairs in both PU and SU networks. Different from the above, single transmission pair models when there are multiple PU and multiple SU pairs, SUs could enjoy a diversity of channels. Different channel assignment approaches will have potential diverse influences toward the throughputs of transmission pairs in SU network, according to the interference thresholds of primary receivers.
Network model
As shown in Figure 1 , we consider a CR network where there are both multiple PU and multiple SU pairs in the system. A central control station (He et al., 2012 ) is deployed to sense the spectrum used by PUs and assign channels to SU pairs in the SU network without interrupting the communication of primary transmission pairs. Each of the primary transmission pairs works on an identical channel orthogonal to the other channels which will not cause interferences between different primary pairs. 
Network system description
As shown in Figure 2, The variable h is a real number h ∈ and is used to vary the number of channels. is named a primary receiver. Accordingly, the transmission pair is called primary transmission pair i or PU pair i. The channel they use is denoted by c i . These channels PUs utilise are orthogonal licensed frequency channels. Without loss of generality, in the following paragraphs, the character i used in combination with S p or D p refers to PU pair i and stands for a node in the PUN. D is called a secondary sender, a secondary relay and a secondary receiver, respectively. They form a triple ( , , ) ,
… Thus, the transmission pair is called secondary transmission pair or SU pair SP j . For ease of illustration, in the following paragraphs, the character j which is used in combine with S s , R s and D s refers to the secondary transmission pair j or stands for a node in the SUN.
According to Definition 1, we assume PU pair , ( )
S D use the ith channel to communicate with each other and will not interfere with other channels. In this network, dual-hop relay communication in the SUN is adopted, which is also used by Liu et al. (2013) , Seyfi et al. (2013) , Tran et al. (2013) and Xu et al. (2012) . With transmission relay nodes available to be utilised, link throughput can be enhanced and meanwhile network coverage can be expanded (Hasna and Alouini, 2003) . In Definition 2, a transmission pair ( , , ) , (Sarkar et al., 2013) before channel allocation at the control station, which is reasonable. For example, if there is no relay node in the link between a secondary sender-receiver, then through the procedure of topology discovery with a CCC between the nodes in the SUN, a proper relay can be found and linked to the secondary sender-receiver to form a secondary transmission pair. How to select the best relay is out of this topic and will be discussed in our future work. Users in the SUN acquire their transmission channels from the control station. Also we let the SU pair , ) ( , and for any j, {1, 2, , }. j m ∈ … In this model, one channel could only be used by one transmission pair in the SUN and each transmission pair in the SUN could only be served by one channel to avoid interferences between transmission pairs in the SUN. For simplicity, interferences caused by primary senders in the PUN towards secondary relays and secondary receivers in the SUN are not considered. The reason is that primary senders are either far from SUs or the interferences can be quantified into the denominator of signal-to-noise ratios at nodes in the SUN (Benevides da Costa et al., 2012) .
Channel model
Let h ij denote the channel coefficient between sender node i and receiver node j, according to Liu et al. (2013) ,
Where x ij , α and d ij each denotes the fading coefficient, the path loss exponent and the Euclidean distance between sender i and receiver j, respectively. Then the channel gain could be expressed as 2 ( ) .
For secondary users, Amplify-and-Forward (AF) dual-hop relaying is adopted. Assume each of the nodes in the networks is equipped with a half duplex antenna so that one node could not perform both transmission and receiving works at the same time. The SINR for sender node i to receiver node j could be expressed as
where N 0 is noise power constant of surroundings at the receiver node, P i is the transmission power of node i and P k is the transmission power of node k, here k ≠ i. Usually, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) could be used instead of SINR to model the channel conditions. For ease of illustration, here SNR is used to calculate channel capacity between one source node and one destination node.
Problem formulations
On the basis of the network model proposed in Section 3, we firstly give some basic notations of the network system and then define the resource allocation problem as two subproblems: max-total throughput of user pairs in the SUN and max-min capacity among all pairs in the SUN. Table 2 lists the basic notations which will be used in problem formulation. X ij is a binary variable, which could be defined as: 1, channel is allocated to pair in SUN 0, otherwise
If PU channel i is assigned to transmission pair j in the SU network, then X ij equals to 1. Otherwise, X ij is designated as 0, because secondary transmission pair j will transmit through one of the other channels except for the ith channel. At this time, channel t which is used by secondary transmission pair j when X ij equals to 0 can be expressed as {1, 2, , , (Luo et al., 2011) . When all the primary receivers are homogeneous, all values of I i could be the same. P is the maximum transmission power of users in the SUN, with which both the sender and relay node in the SUN must conform for the sake of nodes in the SUN are usually static and energy constrained. For example, sensors which are deployed in a battle field or SUs made up of energy saving macro-cells (Cheng et al., 2011) . C ij is the channel capacity of SU pair SP j (see Definition 2) who transmits through the ith channel according to the scheduling ij L (see Definition 3). Since dual-hop relay is used in the SUN, according to Shannon's theorem, channel capacity C ij can be achieved through the scheduling of ij L and is defined as: 
Problem I: Sum throughput maximising problem (STMP)
Since there are multiple channels available in a multi-PU and multi-SU transmission pairs' environment. An improper way to allocate the channels of PUs could lead to a degradation of SU performance in the SUN. That is because the interference to the primary receiver caused by the transmission of a SU through the channel may surpass the threshold that the PU could bear. However, a proper channel assignment scheme may lead to a better performance in the SUN. Problem I is formulated as sum throughput maximising problem (STMP) of the SUN. The main aim of this problem is to solve such a problem: how to assign each of the channels used by primary transmission pairs in the PUN to communication pairs in the SUN considering the interferences of SUs to receivers in the PUN. Therefore, the sum rate of the communication pairs in the SUN thus is maximised. The STMP problem can be formulated as: 
and equations (1) and (2).
Where constraint (3) ensures for each SU pair SP j , only one of the communication channels could be assigned to them by the control station. Constraint (4) helps to determine each of the channels can only be assigned to one SU pair in the SUN. Constraint (5) is the sum bandwidth constraint. Finally, constraints (6) and (7) are used to bind the communication powers of the secondary sender and the secondary relay in the SUN. The lower bounds P 0 of equations (6) and (7) are used to construct a link between secondary sender-relay and between secondary relayreceiver. The upper bounds of equations (6) and (7) refer to the transmission powers without interrupting the primary receiver (Chen et al., 2012; Luo et al., 2011; Sidhu, et al., 2013) . This problem can be transformed into the matching problem. According to Definition 3, each channel i used in PUN should match a SU pair SP j in the SUN.
Problem II: Fair channel assignment problem (FCAP)
For multiple transmission pairs in the SUN, after assigning each of the channels for the transmission pairs, each sourcerelay-destination pair will have a different capacity after we apply a channel assignment algorithm. Then we want to find out how to optimally assign channels to the SU pairs so as to maximise the minimum capacity among all SU pairs. Max-min fairness though has been addressed by literatures in ad hoc networks; the methods they used cannot be directly employed in channel assignment problem of underlay CRNs. That is because in ad hoc networks, max-min fairness can be achieved through network flow analysis. Here, channel allocation problem is no longer a data flow problem, thus new methods should be derived to solve the FCAP problem. By introducing a channel capacity demand R for each secondary transmission pair in the SUN, the FCAP problem can be formulated as:
and equations (1)- (7).
Note that constraints in both (3) and (4) are required. Since FCAP problem is a max-min fairness assignment problem, motivated by Shi et al. (2008) and this problem could be solved in an iterative approach.
Problem solving
The main contribution of this section is to design algorithms for channel assignment under the interference constraints of primary receivers in the underlay CRN. First, a sum throughput maximisation algorithm (STMA) is proposed to solve the STMP problem. Second, an optimal channel assignment algorithm (OCAA) is proposed to deal with the second problem FCAP. We also prove the correctness and analyse the time complexity of the two algorithms.
Solving STMP problem
The proposed algorithm STMA tries to maximise the aggregate throughput of the SUN by channel assignment to each of the SU pairs. The assignment is operated on the control station. This algorithm can be divided into three steps, algorithm initialisation, probe to get the potential channels and bipartite graph-based matching procedure.
Basic idea
In first step, the related parameters or variables will be initialised. Then the distances between secondary senders and primary receivers as well as between secondary relays and primary receivers are calculated. Since the main procedure of this algorithm is to assign each channel i in the PUN to each SU pair SP j in the SUN and allocate powers for the secondary senders and secondary relays. In the second step, during the probe procedure, there might be multiple potential channels which could be assigned to a SU pair. Then a many-to-one match will be the result of running completion of the procedure. Where, 'many' refers to multiple channels and 'one' means a single SU pair. Then using KM algorithm the optional matching could be derived in the final step. It should be noted that when using channel i, SU pair SP j should maximise the transmission power to get a higher transmission rate. So the upper bounds of both equations (6) and (7) should be adopted as the assigned transmission power.
STMA algorithm description

More precisely, let ( [ ], [ ])
dp dp 
The control station acquires geological locations of both PUs and SUs by GPS transceivers embedded on the users in the sensing field. Then for each element in X, the control station checks all the channels in Y to determine whether there is a scheduling ij L corresponds to constraints (6) and (7). If such scheduling exists, then an edge will be added to the bipartite graph to link the ith element (node) in X and the ith element (node) in Y. After all the probe procedures, a bipartite graph will be constructed. Each vertex x j and y i , 1 j m ≤ ≤ and 1 , i m h ≤ ≤ + denotes the SU pair SP j and the channel c i . The weight of each edge ( , ) j i w x y is computed as (2) in Section 4. Till now, a weighted bipartite graph G has been constructed. Finally, the famous KM algorithm (Kuhn, 1955; Munkres, 1957) should be adopted to find out a maximum saturated matching for G. First, each vertex will be allocated a labelling. The labelling l is feasible, if for each edge e = ( , ) x y in the graph G, such that ( ) ( ) ( , ). l x l y w x y + ≥ Then we define the edge in the equality graph as l E and we let {( , ) | ( ) l E x y l x = ( ) ( , )} l y w x y + = and graph G l only containing the link set E l is called the equality graph. Given any feasible vertex labelling, the algorithm can determine the corresponding equality graph. Next, we use the Hungary method to find a maximal matching M. If each vertex in X can find a matched vertex in Y, it is just a saturated matching. As a consequence, the final matching is optimal. Otherwise, pick up free vertex , u X ∈ set { }, S u = . T = Φ Therefore, T is an empty set initially. If neighbour set of S, ( ) , y N S T ∈ − In this way, we have obtained a new feasible vertex labelling denoted by l′. The algorithm executes the iterative process until a saturated matching is found in the equality graph. The algorithm will be terminated in finite rounds. The STMA algorithm is formally described in Figure 3 .
An example
This section will illustrate the execution of the STMA algorithm. As shown in Figure. 4, a weighted bipartite graph G consists of seven vertexes, where | | 3 X = and | | 4. Y = The next procedure is to find out a saturated matching using KM algorithm. The final result is shown in Figure 5 , where the dashed lines denote the final saturated matching result.
As shown in Figure 5, 
Correctness proof
Lemma 1: The assignment result of STMA algorithm can optimise the throughput of the SUN.
Proof: For the STMA algorithm, by the end of step 3 in Figure 3 , each vertex j x X ∈ is matched to a vertex . i y Y ∈ For simplicity, let the final assignment be , S the total capacity of the SUN is ( ). C S Assume by contradiction that the sum capacity of assignment scheme S is not maximised, hence there is another channel assignment scheme , ′ S such that ( ) ( ). C C ′ > S S Therefore, by the end of step 3, the assignment ′ S could also be transformed into a saturated matching from the set X to Y, denoted as . M ′ S So, the conclusion is that the total weight of matching M ′ S is larger than that of . M S It is a contradiction. So the solution is optimal, that is, the algorithm STMA could lead to the maximum throughput of the SUN. □
Complexity analysis
In this sub-section, the complexity of algorithm STMA will be analysed. Assume m is the number of secondary transmission pairs in the SUN and (m + h) is the total number of channels. In the first step of the STMA algorithm, there are two circulations, thus the time complexity of initialisation is O (m(m + h) ). In the second step, potential channels will be probed, which is also the complexity of O(m(m + h)). In the bipartite graph construction sub-procedure, there are at most m(m + h) edges in the bipartite graph, the complexity is also O(m(m + h)). Since there are at most O(m) rounds of execution of KM algorithm, in each round, the algorithm will adjust the labelling of vertex and find out the maximum matching on the initial equality graph, so the time complexity is O(m 2 (m + h)). Therefore, the total time complexity of the STMA algorithm is about O(m 2 (m + h)).
Solving FCAP problem
The proposed OCAA tries to find out a way to optimally assign each of the channels to each of the SU pairs in the SUN so as to maximise the minimum capacity among all secondary transmission pairs. It is important to note that FCAP problem is an integer programming problem. Usually, an integer programming problem is NP-hard (Shi et al., 2008) . However, we will show in this paper, a polynomial time solution could be derived to solve the FCAP problem. The main contribution for solving this problem is to derive a polynomial time algorithm to assign the channels, which will be presented in this section.
Basic idea
Initially, the OCAA algorithm starts with a random feasible channel assignment. Where, feasible means that for each SU pair SP j , only one of the channels could be assigned to the pair, by the control station and each of the channels could only be assigned at most once. Meanwhile, the interference of SUs should not be higher than the threshold of primary receivers. Another way to interpret feasible is that, constraints (3), (4), (6) and (7) should be met. Such initialisation could be done referring to line 9 of the OCAA algorithm in Figure 6 . Starting with the initial assignment, OCAA adjusts the assignment in an iteration way, towards the goal to increase the minimum capacity of the SU pair R min in the SUN. Specifically during each iteration, OCAA searches the SU pair that corresponds to R min . Then, OCAA tries to help this pair to search for another channel that could increase the capacity performance. If the selected channel has been assigned to another SU pair, further channel adjustment is needed, which determines whether or not to release the channel or look for one in the remaining channel pool. It is worth noting that, the domino effect or chain effect will happen when adjusting the assignment. The output inside each iteration will be:
• a nicer channel is found in which the algorithm moves on to the next iteration.
• a nicer channel could not be found and the algorithm terminates. Figure 6 Formal description of the OCAA algorithm Figure 6 Formal description of the OCAA algorithm (continued)
OCAA algorithm description
First of all, for each SU pair SP j , considers each channel c i in the cognitive radio environment and computes the capacity C ij by (2) and with power constraints (6) and (7). In this way, for each SU pair, the list of channels that can increase the capacity compared with zero could be obtained.
Since the target of this initialisation is to acquire an initial feasible solution for the OCAA algorithm to start the iteration procedure, without loss of generality, the channel from the list could be assigned to the SU pair in random. When the channel has been assigned to one SU pair, the channel could not be reassigned to other SU pair. When this procedure ends, each SU pair will maintain a channel and have a capacity larger than zero. The second step of OCAA algorithm is to iteratively find a nicer assignment. This is the main procedure of the algorithm. In the beginning of this sub-procedure, the algorithm will find out the smallest capacity among all the SU pairs and denoted as R min . The OCAA algorithm will increase the R min value for the corresponding SU pair and at the same time keep the capacity of the other pairs in the SUN stay not below R min . The example illustrated in Figure 7 will be given for better illustration. It should be noted that the flag variable 'label' made on a channel will not be removed during the whole search-allocate process in the same iteration and will only be abolished and removed if the current iteration ends. As shown in Figure 7 , assume OCAA finds SU pair SP 1 has the minimum capacity R min under the assignment which uses channel c 1 for communication. Then SP 1 will check the other channels that enjoy a capacity larger than current R min . If it could not find a nicer solution, then the algorithm will terminate. Otherwise, there are nicer channels. Then we sort the capacity of each of the channels SP 1 will use in a non-increasing order. This is utilised to achieve the potential maximum increase in capacity. Assume that the SU pair SP 1 is considered to be assigned to channel c 2 . If this channel is not possessed by any other SU pairs, then c 2 could be assigned to s 1 . For this simple example, a nicer allocation is found and the current iteration is accomplished. Otherwise, channel c 2 has been occupied by other secondary transmission pair, for example SP 2 , then c 2 is labelled as 'potential' and will be check if c 2 could be released by SP 2 .
To release c 2 , SP 2 should look for another channel and ensure that such new assignment still makes its capacity higher than R min . During this procedure, the user pair SP 2 will not check the channel which is 'labelled', since that channel has been considered by a SU pair prior in the process of current iteration. Assume that the SU pair SP 2 checks channel c 3 now. If this channel is not assigned to any other pair, then c 3 could be assigned to SP 2 ; c 2 could be assigned to SP 1 ; and the iteration will end. If SP 2 checks channel c 1 , then a nicer assignment is achieved since c 1 is assigned to SP 2 and c 2 is assigned to SP 1 and the iteration will end. Otherwise, channel c 3 will be labelled and used for further checking to judge whether c 3 could be released by SP 3 . The above paragraph illustrates diverse examples and cases for the main procedure of optimal channel assignment scheme. The formal description of OCAA algorithm is shown in Figure 6 .
The OCAA algorithm is composed of three procedures. They are the main procedure, check channel availability sub-procedure and look for another channel sub-procedure. Initially, all the channels in the network are denoted as 'unlabelled' and the channel capacity C ji equals to channel capacity C ij according to equation (2). The algorithm executes in an iteration way, as is illustrated in the preceding paragraphs.
Correctness proof
Lemma 2: Algorithm OCAA can optimise the minimum capacity R min among SU pairs.
Proof: Since the OCAA algorithm is originated from the ORA algorithm (Shi et al., 2008) . In ORA, the optimal relay assignment algorithm is proved to be the optimal solution of the relay assignment for achieving the maximum throughput of each source-relay-destination pair in the network. Hence, the solution to the FCAP problem, the OCAA algorithm could also achieve the optimal results, thus R min could be maximised. □
Complexity analysis
In this subsection, the complexity of the OCAA algorithm will be analysed. OCAA algorithm is an iteration-based algorithm. During each of the iterations, the channel is only checked for once. + h) ). Combining all the above analysis, the overall complexity of the OCAA algorithm is O(m(m + h) 2 ).
An example
In this subsection, an example will be given to demonstrate the execution procedure of OCAA algorithm for better understanding. For simplicity, suppose there are three SU pairs in the SUN and three channels in the PUN waiting to be assigned to SU pairs by the control station. Table 3 (a) shows the capacity of each SU pair using each of the channels. SP 1 , SP 2 , SP 3 in the rows each denotes a SU pair in the SUN. c 1 , c 2 , c 3 in the columns each denotes a transmission channel. Initially, the assignment is shown in Table 3 (a) and the underlined numbers in each row denote the assignment. For example, channel c 1 is assigned to SU pair SP 1 and the capacity is 7. From Table 3(a), SU pair SP 1 has the minimum capacity R min = 7. According to the OCAA algorithm, the selection of another channel is based on the non-increasing order for the SU pair. Therefore, c 2 is considered for SP 1 . But c 2 is now occupied by SP 2 , so c 2 is 'labelled'. Now SP 2 needs to find another channel. Since channel c 3 used by SP 2 has a capacity of 10 in a nondecreasing order of all the capacities of SP 2 , and c 3 is used by SP 3 , so c 3 is 'labelled' and SP 3 finds c 1 is higher than R min and is 'unlabelled', so SP 3 will be assigned to c 1 and SP 3 will release c 3 to assign c 3 to SP 2 . Then, SP 2 will release c 2 and assign it to SP 1 . Table 3 (b) shows the final result of the iteration. The minimum capacity R min in Table 3(b) is 10, which is larger than that in Table 3 (a). Table 3 An example for the execution of OCAA algorithm: (a) initial channel assignment and (b) assignment after the iteration (see online version for colours)
Simulations and analysis
In this section, we present some numerical results to illustrate the performance of proposed algorithms. Matlab 7.1 is used for all the simulations. An example of simulation topology is shown in Figure 8 , where the circles and squares represent SUs in the network and the lines are used to link each of the SU pairs. Each triangular in the figure denotes a primary receiver node. To express neatly, primary senders are omitted in the figure. In our simulation scenarios, all the nodes are distributed in a 100 × 100 area. The topology used is shown in Figure 8 . Each SU pair SP j is deployed in the field and is static. Primary receivers are randomly deployed in the network in each of the simulation round. Each of the experiments is repeated for 100 times and the average values are acquired. Path loss component α = 2 to 3.
The maximum power levels of SUs range from -10 to 20 dB. The total bandwidth Ω = 1000. We first study the performance of the STMA algorithm and the results are shown in Figures 9-11 , respectively. Figure 9 demonstrates the relationship between maximum transmission power of SUs and the throughput of the SUN. When the maximum transmission power P increases, the throughput of SUN grows accordingly. That is because the system throughput is in positive correlation with the transmission power of SUs. The throughput starts to grow rapidly when the maximum transmission power P is larger than 5 dB. What else can be drawn from Figure 9 is that, when the environmental noise at the SU j j r d σ σ σ = = decreases from 5 to 0.1, the throughput of the SU system could achieve a great enhancement. This could be easily explained because when each of the interferences to the SU pairs in the SUN decreases, the channel capacity could enjoy a high enhancement according to equation (2).
Next, we analyse the relationship between path loss component and the throughput of SUN. The results are depicted in Figure 10 . A high path loss component will greatly degrade the throughput performance of SUN. The throughput can achieve almost 5.5 bps/Hz when the path loss component is α = 2 whereas the maximum throughput is only 1.43 bps/Hz when α = 3. To evaluate the performance of the STMA algorithm better, we also derive and implement a random channel assignment scheme, which assigns channels to SU pairs in the SUN in a random way. The results are illustrated in Figure 11 . The random algorithm also follows the constraints of (3) and (4), as shown in Section 4. In this way, the interferences between SU pairs will not be considered to make the analysis much easier. Different from the STMA algorithm, the random algorithm randomly assigns each of the channels to each of the SU pairs using the randperm function in Matlab 7.1 to simulate the random behaviour. It can be seen in Figure 11 , STMA outperforms random method in all situations. The STMA algorithm achieves an average of about 46.67% performance gain when α = 2 and 13.08% enhancement when α = 3 compared with random algorithm. Hence, STMA algorithm is better than random algorithm. As shown in Figure 12 , the number of death or miss assignment is defined as the number of SU pairs that cannot use the assigned channel to communicate. That is because the interference to the corresponding primary receiver node is higher than the given threshold. For the STMA algorithm, the number of death assignment is always lower than the random method, which means under STMA scheme all SU pairs could get a proper channel to communicate with nodes in the same communication pair.
Next, we will study the performance of the OCAA algorithm. Table 4 is a weighted matrix which is used to calculate the max-min throughput of the OCAA algorithm. The values are got by executing Lines 1-8 in Figure 6 . The rows in the matrix denote each of the SU pairs and the columns in the matrix denote the different channels. Each value in Table 4 , for instance, the jth row and ith column means the capacity of SU pair j using channel i. The matrix in Table 4 has m rows and (m + h) columns. 
Figure 13
Max-min throughput vs. number of channels (see online version for colours) Figure 13 is based on Table 4 . As shown in Figure 13 , when the number of available channel increases, the max-min throughput grows accordingly in all cases. That is because when there are more channels, SU pairs can benefit from this spectrum diversity to gain a better performance when executing the OCAA algorithm. For example, when m = 5, h = 0, there are m + h = 5 channels, that means there are 5 SU pairs and 10 channels, the max-min throughput is 4.33; when m = 5, h = 5, there are m + h = 10 channels, the maxmin throughput is 6.9, respectively. What else can be drawn from Figure 13 is that when there are more and more SU pairs in the SUN, the max-min throughput will decrease accordingly. For instance, when m + h = 10 the value is 6.9, m = 5 and drops to 5.28 when m = 8. Finally, the value reaches to 4.33 when m = 10. This is because when there are more SU pairs in the network, they will compete for the constrained bandwidth, hence the max-min values will drop. The number of iterations for running the OCAA algorithm and the channel assignment results is depicted in Figure 14 . As shown in Figure 14 (a)-(f) subgraphs are the relationships between number of iterations and max-min throughput of SU pairs in the network. It is obvious that with the number of SU pairs m increases, the iteration number of the OCAA algorithm grows accordingly, due to the time complexity of the OCAA algorithm. Meanwhile, during each subgraph, when the number of SU pairs is constant, with growing number of m + h, which is the total number of channels, the number of iterations can also increase. We can see the entire cases all achieve the target value R min from zero. In this simulation, we have set the initial assignment (line 9 in Figure 6 ) as null since this will not affect the final result. Figure 15 depicts the max-min throughput R min performance in comparisons with OCAA, STMA as well as random method. From Figure 15 (a)-(f), it is obvious that OCAA outperforms both the STMA algorithm and random method in all situations. For the random method, the algorithm executes for 1000 times in Matlab and selects the average number of the minimum throughput R min among all the transmission pairs in the SUN. On average, OCAA achieves a maximum of 21.9% performance gain than the STMA algorithm to make sure the max-min fairness. Random method is the poorest method to ensure the max-min fairness in all situations, which suggests that it should not be used when trying to maximise the minimal throughput in the SUN, since in the best case of the random method, OCAA is still 97% better than the random method.
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we present the optimal channel assignment and power allocation scheme with multiple PU transmission pairs and multiple SU transmission pairs in underlay CRNs. Since previous works mostly focus on single pairs in both PUN and SUN, the schemes they use could not be directly used in a multiple transmission pairs' scenario. We derive a bipartite matching-based algorithm STMA algorithm to achieve the maximum throughput of SUN and we also derive a channel allocation scheme OCAA, to ensure the minimal throughput among all SU pairs is maximised, which is called max-min fairness. Simulation results show both of the two algorithms are effective.
